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Riding the wave of change
Solicitors are becoming used to catching the curveballs thrown at them by the
Solicitors Regulation Authority (SRA), and the announcement back in May that
the compulsory 16 hours of annual CPD was to be scrapped is no exception.
Peter Kinch explains more about the changes and what they mean in practice
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or as long as we can remember
(well, since 1985) solicitors
have completed their CPD
record in October, safe in the
knowledge that they have done what’s
necessary to satisfy the regulator for
another year.
So for many, the SRA’s
announcement in May of a change in
the training requirements prompted a
collective sigh of despair. What exactly
Peter Kinch
is going to happen? And how will
is a Director at
firms ensure that they are riding the
Kinch Robinson,
wave of change rather than rowing
a specialist legal
against the tide?
training provider
Well, in SRA-speak, there is to be
a shift towards “outcome-focused
learning and development” and a move away from CPD hours. The
aim is to ensure the “continuing competence” of solicitors.
In other words, the requirement for 16 CPD hours is coming
to an end. As too is the need to get your training from a CPD
accredited trainer.
In its place, the SRA will expect firms to demonstrate that they
have a system that identifies and records the training needs of the
firm and its people, and ensures that those needs are met.
This could mean a huge change to the training culture of some
law firms, particularly those which currently leave the responsibility
for training to the individual lawyers. It should have less impact on
those firms which have already adopted a firm-wide approach and
moved away from the 16 hour box-ticking exercise.
The changes are not imminent, but you need to start thinking
about them now. Firms can sign up to the new scheme voluntarily
from Spring 2015 and it will be compulsory from November 2015.
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announcing the changes to training regulations, Julie Brannan,
Director of Education and Training at the SRA, said that the body
wanted to “move to a situation where we put learning at the heart
of continuing competence and give people the flexibility to learn in
ways that suit them.”
We all know that technology is driving changes to the way
people practise and to the way people learn. The SRA recognises
that this has given solicitors tremendous scope to access new
information and learning sources; from webinars to reading
specialist blogs, and even taking e-learning courses which can be
accessed at your desk or while you’re sat on the train.
So lawyers will be able to capture more of their learning activities
as evidence, including reading blogs, newsletters, and practice
publications; drafting practice notes and precedents; preparing and
presenting training; attending courses, physically and online; and
delivering or receiving coaching.
Focus on making yourself a great lawyer
Research conducted by The Financial Times back in 2012 found
that clients judged whether a lawyer was a great one or not
by observing their skills and service levels.
For them, it’s not about knowing the law – that’s a given.
80% of them expect a more consistent level of service and their
overall verdict on firms’ performance was “significant room for
improvement”. But you don’t need me to tell you that clients are
becoming more demanding.
The same research revealed that 87% of advisers know they
need to develop a more commercial skill set. But only 36% receive
training on business and commercial issues. And a whopping
32% get no training at all on topics like client service, business
and commercial issues, project management, tender writing and
pitches, financial analysis and price negotiation.
Aren’t they some of the key areas in which training could make
a huge difference to your firm’s performance? 

A change for the better?
In some ways, the new regime will make things a lot easier. When

Kinch Robinson’s top tips for ‘outcome-focused’ training
The changes to the training requirements present every firm with
a fantastic opportunity. Without much time or expense, you can
sort out your training regime and make sure that it focuses on
serving clients and on competence for the roles that you want
your people to play in your business.
1. Plan your training objectives
Undertake a bi-annual review of the training needs of
individuals, teams and the firm. Ask questions about people’s
competence and confidence in different areas. You might
find that your litigation lawyers need to improve their
performance during settlement negotiations. Or that your
corporate lawyers are not confident about estimating costs.
And look for opportunities to learn from people within your
firm who are very effective already.
None of this is difficult to do, but if you don’t have the
time or the skills, look for external help.

2. Training focused on client service
Check what your clients think about the service you provide
and tailor all your training accordingly. Are you listening and
communicating effectively enough? Could you benefit from
improving your writing skills?
3. Keep a record
Set up new training records for everyone in the firm. They
should include a summary of the training needs (identified
as part of your training review) and details of the learning
activities completed – time, date, duration, topics covered.
You’ll find a useful precedent on our website that you
can download. If you want to write your own, make sure
it includes some evidence of what has been learnt. For
example, after a training session on supervision skills, a
partner might record: “As a result of this course, I can now
manage my team’s written work more efficiently and without
duplicating work”.
That should keep the SRA happy.
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